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MCS-2010 Security Keypad Instructions 

 
 
To Turn on the Security System: 
 
Press Arm button. 
 
 
To Turn off the Security System: 
 
Enter your 4-digit code 
Press your 4-digit code again to reset the ‘STATUS’ light if it is on, indicating Alarm Memory. 
 
 
To Change Master Code: 
 
Press ‘77’ then enter your current code. 
The unit will make one long beep. 
Enter four new numbers. 
Press ‘ARM’ to enter or press ‘EMERG’ to cancel. 
If a correct code is entered and set the unit will emit 2 long beeps. (1 if canceled) 
NOTE: this must be completed within 60 seconds or the command will cancel automatically. 
 
 
To Change AUX. Code: 
 
Press ‘66’ then enter your current MASTER code. 
The unit will make one long beep. 
Enter four new numbers. 
Press ‘ARM’ to enter or press ‘EMERG’ to cancel. 
If a correct code is entered and set the unit will emit 2 long beeps. (1 if canceled) 
(You must know the MASTER code to change the AUX code) 
NOTE: this must be completed within 60 seconds or the command will cancel automatically. 
 
 
To Change Entry/Exit Times: 
 
Press ’55’ then enter your current MASTER code. 
The unit will emit one long beep. 
Enter the two digit ENTRY time in seconds. 
Enter the two digit EXIT time in seconds. 
Press ‘ARM’ to enter or press ‘EMERG’ to cancel. 
If a correct times are entered and set the unit will emit 2 long beeps. (1 if canceled) 
(You must know the MASTER code to change the entry/exit times) 
NOTE: this must be completed within 60 seconds or the command will cancel automatically. 
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Overview and Features of the CondoSecure MCS-2010 Keypad 

 
 
Your new insuite security keypad has many features that make it state-of-the-art for high security and 
ease of use. The technology, unique to the CondoSecure System, has been proven for over 15 years in 
actual security system installations. 
 
What happens at the security desk? 
 
The system consists of insuite keypads, usually one per suite, connected to a central security computer at 
the front Concierge desk. The central computer shows the Concierge actual floor plans on a video screen, 
including suite doors that open and close in real-time. When someone enters a suite where the insuite 
keypad is turned on (Armed) and the appropriate code is not entered within the Entry Time programmed 
(set to 45 seconds when first installed), the central computer will signal the Concierge with a beeping tone 
and printout and will display the floor plan and suite on the video screen. 
 
 

Trouble Shooting 
 
My STATUS Light keeps blinking! 
 
 Be certain that the front door is closed. If there are any other security devices in your suite be 
certain that they are no being activated (close all patio doors and do not move in front of any Infra-red 
detectors) or press the Away button to isolate the front door. If the light still flashes there is probably 
something wrong with the door contact. Tell Property Management to arrange a service call. 
 
 
I cannot change my code! 
 
 You are probably using either ‘55’ ‘66’ or ‘77’ at the start of your new 4-digit code. These 
numbers are reserved for commands and can’t be used at the start of the code. Remember also that you 
must enter the code changing sequence within one minute or the keypad will cancel the command. 
 
 
I forgot my code! 
 
 If the code was the Auxiliary code, no problem. Simply enter a new one (you need the master 
code to do this.). If the code was the Master code that you forgot, you will need to contact Property 
Management. 
 
 
I am having trouble entering numbers. 
 
 The keypad uses a very high quality ‘membrane’ switch for the buttons. They must be pressed in 
the middle of the number to activate. When a button is pressed the keypad will make a short ‘beep’ for 
each press. People with very long finger nails may find pressing the buttons with the eraser end of a 
pencil is more effective. 
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Feature summary: 
 
-  One button arming Press the Arm button when leaving your suite. You must close the suite 

door before the Entry time expires. 
 
-  4 digit Disarming When returning to your suite, enter your Disarm code number. You can 

change this number anytime you wish. 
 
-  Instant Arming For use while you are at home, i.e. at night. Press the Arm twice. No 

entry or exit time will be given and the keypad will alarm immediately 
when the suite door is opened. 

 
-  Emergency button Press the Emerg button to activate and emergency alarm at the 

Concierge desk. The Emerg light will flash for 5 seconds giving you 
time to cancel  his if pressed by mistake. Once in alarm, the light will 
stay lit for about 4 minutes unless you reset it sooner by entering your 
Disarm code. 

 The Emerg feature may not be available in your building. Please 
check with your Property Management. 

 
-  Sound button Pressing this button will turn on/off the Sound light. When the sound 

light is on the keypad will beep for about three seconds every time the 
suite door is opened. This DOES NOT cause an alarm, just alerts you to 
the door opening. 

 
-  Status light Normally this is off. It will FLASH to indicate that the suite is not 

secure, usually because the suite door is opened. This should be OFF 
when Arming the suite keypad. 

 
-  Alarm Memory The STATUS light also shows if someone entered your suite without an 

access code. After entering your 4 digit Disarm code, look at the Status 
light. If the Status light is ON steady (not flashing) it is telling you that 
there was an alarm while you were out. YOU MUST ENTER YOUR 4 
DIGIT CODE AGAIN TO CLEAR THE MEMORY. THE KEYPAD 
WILL NOT ARM AGAIN UNTIL THE MEMORY IS CLEARED 
THIS WAY. 

 
-  Away button The Away button is used to deactivate any alarm sensors other than the 

front entrance door such as infra-red detectors or patio door contacts. 
Pressing the Away button so that the light is off deactivates these other 
sensors, allowing you to arm only the main entrance while at home. If 
you have other sensors, be certain that this light is ON when you are 
away from your suite so that all sensors are activated when you Arm 
the suite keypad. 
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Typical Use 

 
 
When leaving Press the Arm button on the keypad. 
 The Arm light will flash. You must leave before the end of the Exit 

time programmed (45 seconds when 1st installed). 
 
Upon returning The keypad will beep to remind you to enter your 4-digit disarm code. 

You must do this before the end of the Entry time programmed (45 
seconds when 1st installed) or you will cause an alarm at the security 
desk.  
 
After entering your 4 digit Disarm code, look at the Status light. If the 
Status light is ON steady (not flashing) it is telling you that there was 
an alarm while you were out. YOU MUST ENTER YOUR 4 DIGIT 
CODE AGAIN TO CLEAR THE MEMORY. THE KEYPAD WILL 
NOT ARM AGAIN UNTIL THE MEMORY IS CLEARED THIS 
WAY. 

 
Instant Arming Press the Arm button twice. The Arm and Inst lights will come on. Do 

not open your suite door or you will cause an alarm. There is no 
Entry/Exit delay.    
 
To leave your suite or even to open the door to get the morning 
newspaper, enter your 4-digit disarm code. Both lights will go out. If 
you are leaving, press the Arm button once to re-arm the keypad with 
the Exit delay this time. You may now open the door to leave. 

 
Changing the Master Code 

Press ‘77’ then enter your current code. 
The unit will make one long beep. 
Enter four new numbers. 
Press ‘ARM’ to enter or press ‘EMERG’ to cancel. 
If a correct code is entered and set the unit will emit 2 long beeps. (1 if 
canceled) 
NOTE: this must be completed within 60 seconds or the command will 
cancel automatically. 
 

 


